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This drawing incorporates information from the Ordnance Survey which is © 
Crown Copyright. ABA Licence: AL1000 17547
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4.0 Characterisation
4.0 Deskrifans
This section of the Appraisal describes the character and appearance 
of the Redruth Town Centre Conservation Area. This is important 
because proposals for alterations to buildings and the public realm 
need to demonstrate that they preserve or enhance the character 
and appearance of the Conservation Area in order to be granted 
consent. Such proposals should refer to the definition of character and 
appearance set out here.

Redruth has a strong, locally distinctive character, derived from a 
number of key elements:

• its medieval origins. Although no medieval buildings survive the 
burgage plots, opeways and medieval plan form of buildings are 
remnants of the medieval townscape in Fore Street;

• its location at an historic crossroads. The oldest buildings are 
concentrated along the historic roads;

Settlement form and movement
The morphology of Redruth has been shaped by its origin as an 
important crossroads where the main east-west and north-south 
historic roads intersected; the oldest buildings are located along 
these historic roads. The medieval burgage plots and opeways 
are identifiable in Fore Street where 18th and 19th century 
buildings have been constructed following the medieval plan form, 
archaeological traces of which may remain below. London Inn and 
the King’s Arms probably reveal the medieval building line: Fore 
Street was originally much wider, to accommodate a cigar-shaped 
marketplace. The medieval strip field system is also evident in the 
pattern of the terraced housing developments, for example at Plain 
an Gwarry. The quadrants formed by the crossroads were originally 
occupied with mining uses; however, with the decline of the mining 
industry they were developed, for example Clinton Road and Albany 
Road were laid out between 1878 and 1913 on the site of Wheal 
Sparnon. Not all these former mines have been developed, including 
the playing fields adjacent to East End (outside the Conservation 
Area). Church Town and Plain an Gwarry were originally separate 
villages; Church Town remains so, although development is now 
continuous between Plain an Gwarry and Redruth.

The historic vehicular movement pattern has been disrupted by 
the pedestrianisation of the lower part of Fore Street (since the 
1980s) and the one-way system, and as a result traffic on Station Hill 
is now heavier. The one-way system allows cars north down Alma 
Place, then east up Fore Street and Higher Fore Street. Traffic is only 
allowed west down Wesley Street. Station Hill is a busy pedestrian 
street because of the concentration of public transport nodes (the 
railway station, bus stops and taxi rank). The medieval opes perform 
a valuable role for pedestrians in linking different parts of the town 
centre, and more prosaically in connecting the main commercial 
streets with car parks located on sites behind Fore Street. The gate to 
Fairmeadow is currently locked so this historic through route cannot 
be used.

• its role as a market town, evident in Fairmeadow, enclosed market, 
and 19th century commercial buildings on Fore Street, West End, 
Chapel Street and Bond Street;

• high quality historic architecture associated with the mining boom 
of the early 19th century and reconstruction of the 1870s–1880s, 
including groups of civic buildings in Penryn Street, office and 
administrative buildings on Station Hill and Alma Place, and cultural 
building at the north end of Clinton Road;

• the use of local granite, killas and slate that provide a uniform 
palette from which the town is constructed;

• the dramatic topography which creates views, for example of the 
unfolding streetscape up and down Fore Street.

The King’s Arms P.H. is set back on Fore Street, possibly on the medieval 
building line

The dramatic topography reveals the unfolding streetscape of Fore Street
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Legend for Historic Development
Medieval?   (1)
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1907-1946  (136)
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This drawing incorporates information from the Ordnance Survey which is © 
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Building types, age and architectural detailing. 
Character areas
Despite its medieval origins, the majority of buildings in Redruth date 
from the 19th century, with a few 18th century buildings surviving in 
Fore Street and Rose Inn on Chapel Street. Belmont House, a grand 
Georgian detached house on Green Lane, and the British Legion 
Club on Penryn Street both date from c.1800. Generally, the age of 
the buildings reflects the mining boom of the early 19th century and 
reconstruction efforts of the 1870s and 1880s. 

The majority of the buildings in the Conservation Area are two storeys, 
with some 3 storey buildings on Chapel Street and West End. With the 
exception of some later middle class residential streets, the buildings 
generally directly abut the pavement with straight continuous 
building lines. 

Architectural detailing depends on the age of the building. Those 
dating from the early 19th century tend to have classical proportions 
and detailing. Later 19th century buildings are more likely to have 
Neo-Gothic detailing. There is a tradition of tiling roofs in diminishing 
courses with a clay ridge tile at the top. Slate hanging is similarly often 
in diminishing courses.

There is a clear definition of building uses in different streets, and 
these delineate distinctive character areas. Retail use at the ground 
floor and residential use of the floors above is characteristic of 
buildings on the historic movement routes: Fore Street, West End and 
Chapel Street. Bond Street also follows this pattern. Back Lane runs 
parallel to Fore Street and was originally a servicing area with stables 
and warehouses linked to Fore Street via opes. The buildings in Back 

Lane have now been converted to residential. These streets constitute 
the ‘commercial core’ character area. Amongst the best architectural 
detailing is found on commercial buildings on Fore Street, where 
corners have been treated with cupolas and turrets and there are 
numerous fine shop fronts, many with recessed doorways and mosaic 
floors. A number of buildings on Fore Street have curved glass in first 
floor oriel windows.

Penryn Street is characterised by civic uses, including the former town 
hall, court house and fire station, as well as the Baptist church. This 
is likely to be due the proximity to the historic crossroads with Fore 
Street. This is the ‘civic’ character area and the prevailing architectural 
style of the buildings is classical, in keeping with their civic function 
and early to mid 19th century date. A number of buildings on Penryn 
Street have curved glass in first floor oriel windows.

Station Hill and Alma Place are characterised by mining and 
administration offices, and were probably located here because 
it was close to the railway station. Offices and warehouses here 
were constructed in the rebuilding of the 1870s and are typical of 
Victorian commercial architecture. The Coffee Tavern is Neo-Gothic. 
A Methodist Church and Hall were given a prominent location near 
the top of a hill at Wesley Street. The Church dates from 1826 and so 
unsurprisingly is in an austere classical idiom, and although the Hall 
dates from 1891 it also echoes this classical style, typical of Methodist 
architecture. These streets constitute the ‘railway commercial’ 
character area.

Residential development characterises the outer streets. In the 
early 19th century middle class detached and terraced houses were 
constructed on the high ground to the north of the town centre at 
Green Lane and Symons Terrace. This forms the ‘early C19 middle 
class residential’ character area and typical of this era the buildings 
have classical proportions and detailing. Working class terraced 
housing of a similar date formed ribbon development along Falmouth 
Road; there is a Victorian school here too. There is later 19th century 
detached middle class housing on Treunge Hill. This area is the 
‘historic ribbon’ character area. 

Clinton Road and Albany Road were the result of late Victorian 
middle class residential development; buildings here are markedly 
different being semi-detached and set back behind front gardens. 
The houses are individually designed with high levels of architectural 
ornamentation including in places: projecting, rendered bay windows; 
corner turrets; ornate barge boards; mock timber-framing details; 
arched doorways with stained glass over lights. There is a common 
palette of materials that unifies the diverse styles: reddish killas, 
dressed with granite, and grey slate roofs. A group of public buildings 
were constructed at the north end of Clinton Street including St 
Andrew’s Church, a library, art school and museum. This area is the 
‘late C19 middle class residential’ character area.

Local architect James Hicks was an important influence in the late 19th 
century reconstruction of Redruth. As the inset on page 21 describes, 
his family leased and ran the Carn Marth granite quarries, he was 
parish surveyor and so was responsible for designing numerous public 
buildings in Redruth. 
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Building Materials 
The most prevalent building materials are unsurprisingly, given the 
underlying geology, granite, killas and slate. 

Granite
Granite from quarries at Carn Marth and Carn Brea was used 
extensively for quoins, jambs and detailing, and even for walling 
material on grander early to mid 19th century buildings. Granite has 
given the town a distinct character: it is hardwearing and so many 
buildings look much as they must have done when new. 

Killas
Local quarries also provided killas, which was often used as the walling 
material. Killas varies more in colour, type and texture, to form an 
attractive contrast to the granite as at Nos. 36–42 (even) Green Lane. 

Freestone
Sandstone is more unusual because it is not locally available, but has 
sometimes been used for ornamentation and architectural detailing, 
such as on some commercial buildings in Fore Street and public 
buildings in Clinton Road.

Passmore Edwards Library is 
constructed from granite

Nos. 36–42 Green Lane are 
constructed from local killas

The building on the corner of Alma 
Place and Fore Street uses freestone

Slate
Slate is locally available and is widely used as the roofing material. 
Slate hanging is also common to provide additional weatherproofing 
of walls, especially in exposed locations such as Symons Terrace.

Brick
There were 19th century brickworks in Pednandrea. Brick has often 
been used in door arches and window lintels. Trounson Stores has 
impressive polychromatic brickwork.

Terracotta
The use of terracotta is not widespread but has been used to good 
effect in some commercial buildings in Fore Street, including No. 9–10 
and No. 67–70. 

Timber framing
There is a tradition of timber framing in Redruth, usually on mid 19th 
century buildings and rear buildings.

Render
Many of the grander early 19th century building are rendered, even 
on stone masonry, including Belmont House on Green Lane, the Red 
Lion on Fore Street, and detached house at No. 2 Station Hill.

Glass
Decorative glass is used in many Redruth shopfronts, including in the 
Arts & Craft shop at No. 21 Fore Street and the Redruth Drapery Stores 
at No. 4 West End. Stained glass storm porches are a feature of Green 
Lane and Albany Road.

Cast iron
Cast iron columns frequently have both a structural and decorative 
function, for example in the market. There are often internal columns 
in shopfronts. Railings in front of houses have frequently been lost, 
although some survive at Laburnham House and elsewhere in West 
End.

Slate hanging is characteristic of 
Redruth

Terracotta detailing, No 9–10 Fore 
Street

Rendered Red Lion, Fore Street

Redruth Drapery Stores, West End

Stained glass front porch, Green Lane

Railings, Laburnham House, West End


